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INFORMATION

TIMETABLE
SATURDAY 29TH AUGUST 2020

*All timings are subject to change

Time Event Laps

09.10 – 09.40 The Mini Challenge Qualifying

09.50 – 10.30 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Free Practice

10.50 – 11.05 Michelin Ginetta Junior Championship Qualifying

11.15 – 11.35 F4 British Championship Qualifying

11.45 – 12.05 Protyre Motorsport Ginetta GT5 Challenge Qualifying

12.15 – 12.55 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Free Practice

12.55 – 13.45 Lunch Break

13.45 The Mini Challenge Race 1 (20 mins)

14.20 Michelin Ginetta Junior Championship Race 2 (12 laps)

14.50 – 15.20 Porsche Carrera Cup Great Britain Qualifying

15.30 – 16.00 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Qualifying

16.10 F4 British Championship Race 3 (20 mins)

16.50 Protyre Motorsport Ginetta GT5 Challenge Race 4 (20 laps)

17.30 The Mini Challenge Race 5 (20 mins)

SUNDAY 30TH AUGUST 2020
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Time Event Laps

09.05 Michelin Ginetta Junior Championship Race 6 (16 laps)

09.40 Porsche Carrera Cup Great Britain Race 7 (32 laps)

10.20 F4 British Championship Race 8 (20 mins)

10.55 BTCC Pit Lane Opens

11.10 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Race 9 (24 laps)

11.50 Protyre Motorsport Ginetta GT5 Challenge Race 10 (20 laps)

12.25 – 13.15 Lunch Break 

13.15 BTCC Pit Lane Opens

13.30 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Race 11 (24 laps)

14.10 The Mini Challenge Race 12 (20 mins)

14.45 Michelin Ginetta Junior Championship Race 13 (16 laps)

15.20 Porsche Carrera Cup Great Britain Race 14 (32 laps)

16.00 F4 British Championship Race 15 (20 mins)

16.40 BTCC Pit Lane Opens

16.55 Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship Race 16 (24 laps)
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INFORMATION

WELCOME
Welcome to Knockhill Racing Circuit for rounds 10, 11 & 12 of the Kwik Fit British

Touring Car Championship!

T
he long journey north of the border fills us

with excitement as memories of our first

official race win come flooding back! This

year we are even better prepared as a team

because both of our drivers have had a taste of

success over the last two race weekends. 

Both Jiggy and Bobby have got to stand on the

podium as Jack Sears Trophy winners at Brands

Hatch and Oulton Park. Something that looked

quite unlikely after some tough qualifying

sessions. Our Audis seem to be able to mix it with

the best during a race, and soon enough we will

get the rub of the green in Quali, enough for us to

make some waves at the right end of the grid.

We come to Knockhill ready for more silverware,

as the guys have flirted with the possibility of a

podium with two great reverse grid results at

Brands and Oulton Park.

The team have had no rest from Cheshire to

Scotland, but are raring to end this crazy August

schedule with some success! Our sponsors

continue with their relentless support and

without them none of what we are achieving

could be possible.
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INFORMATION

MEET THE DRIVERS
JAMES GORNALL

The 35-year-old from Bedford will be making his series debut with the second-year

team as part of a new look driver line-up alongside Bobby Thompson, but brings a

wealth of experience from a hugely successful racing career to date.

A
multiple champion in karting, James –

known to his fans as Jiggy – carried his

success into car racing with a

championship victory in BARC Formula Renault but

it was a move into the British GT Championship in

2008 that saw his career hit new heights.

Racing alongside Jon Barnes in a Brookspeed-

run Dodge Viper, James secured the

championship title thanks to an unrivalled tally

of four wins – wrapping up the crown with two

races of the season still to run.

The same season also saw James take a class win

in the Silverstone 24 Hours with the Beechdean

Motorsport team before a hiatus from racing that

would run through to 2014 when he elected to

return to competition in the BMW Compact Cup.

Racing against Trade Price Cars Racing team

owner Dan Kirby, James secured second in the

standings in 2015 and then went one better

twelve months later to lift the championship title.

After a strong guest appearance in the MINI

Challenge in 2018, James then worked to put

together a full-season programme in the series

in 2019, with five wins – and an impressive 13

podiums – allowing the BRDC member to secure

another championship title.

That championship success resulted in James

securing the chance to sample a BTCC machine for

the first time, with an outing in a Ford Focus RS at

Snetterton only strengthening his desire to make

the step up to the BTCC for the 2020 campaign.

James has now agreed terms on a deal to move

into Britain’s premier racing series with Trade

Price Cars Racing, which will be looking to add to

the silverware it secured on track during an

impressive debut campaign.

8
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BOBBY THOMPSON

Bobby started his career in karting before taking the step into car racing, initially in

the Ford Fiesta Championship before two meetings in British Formula Ford in 2014,

where he picked up six top ten finishes in six starts.

W
ith a long term ambition to try and

make it into touring cars, Bobby

reverted back to tin tops for 2015 with

an entry into the VW Racing Cup, securing his

maiden win at Snetterton en-route to tenth in the

championship standings.

Improving to fifth place overall twelve months

later, Bobby then became the man to beat in the

highly-competitive series in 2017 as he stormed

to the championship title in impressive fashion,

taking six wins and only failing to make the

podium four times all season.

That opened the door for a dream move into the

BTCC and in two seasons in the series to date,

Bobby has shown his pace with a number of top

ten finishes at the wheel of a VW CC; his best

result being sixth during the 2019 season opener

at Brands Hatch.

Now at the wheel of the Audi – arguably one of the

most improved cars on the grid in 2019 – Bobby

will hope to regularly challenge for top ten

finishes, with his ultimate goal being to fight for

a first podium and to launch a bid for the Jack

Sears Trophy – which is open to drivers who have

yet to secure a top three finish in the series.

9
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GKR TRADEPRICECARS.COM
SECURES SECOND STRAIGHT
JACK SEARS TROPHY AT
OULTON PARK
The GKR TradePriceCars.com team was able to celebrate a second successive win in the

Jack Sears Trophy at the end of a tough weekend of racing as the Kwik Fit British

Touring Car Championship headed for Oulton Park for the third round of the year.

T
he Audi team made the long trip to

Cheshire keen to challenge inside the top

ten, with drivers Bobby Thompson and

James Gornall confident about impressing in

their Audi S3s.

Saturday would prove to be a challenging day

for the pair however, with both drivers left with

work to do on race day after a difficult

qualifying session.

James would find himself 22nd on the grid for the

opening race despite setting a time just 1.3s off

pole position, but Bobby would fail to set a time

after a spin at Cascades on his first flying lap left

him to start from 27th and last on the grid.

Race day dawned with rain in the air, and the

heavens opened as the cars headed for the grid,

with both drivers ultimately swapping to wet

tyres before the start of race one - which was

delayed after an incident for another driver on the

green flag lap.

Once the action finally kicked off in treacherous

wet conditions, the two Audis were quickly on the

move, with James climbing up into 19th and

Bobby jumping into the top 20 to leave the two

running together by the end of lap two.

After a brief caution period, Bobby's charge up the

order continued despite a brief scare when the

Infiniti of Aiden Moffat suffered a spin in front of

him at Old Hall. Into the points by lap eight, Bobby

would secure the final point in 15th spot before

being promoted to 14th after the exclusion of

Josh Cook.

James meanwhile would run inside the top 20

throughout and crossed the line in 18th despite

suffering visibility problems throughout the race.

Race two would be one of mixed emotions for the

team, with James the unfortunate victim of

contact from the Honda of Matt Neal whilst

dicing for the points early on, leading to him

retiring on the fourth lap.

NEWS | PRESS RELEASE, 24TH AUGUST 2020

10
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Another demon start for Bobby however had seen

him rocket up to tenth on the opening lap, and

from there he would hold his position through to

the finish and was rewarded afterwards with the

reverse grid pole for race three.

Bobby took his place on pole for the final race but

would struggle for outright speed in the now dry

conditions and slipped down the order to

eventually cross the line in 18th spot. However,

his combined results across the weekend meant

he secured the Jack Sears Trophy.

James had been keen to try and end his weekend

with some points on the board, but his forward

progress from the back of the field was halted

when he was forced off track by the Volkswagen

of Ollie Brown at Cascades - dropping him to the

back of the field and leaving him with damage he

would carry through to the finish.

BOBBy THOMPSOn, #19 GKR

TRADEPRICECARS.COM AuDI S3, SAID:

"I'm over the moon to come away with some points

and a trophy given what happened in qualifying.

The car was absolutely mega in the wet and we

were right on the pace, but clearly we have some

work to do in the dry as I was struggling with the

brakes in race three and just couldn't do anything.

"I knew in races one and two that we could make

up places and pick people off if we were careful and

I was hoping it would stay wet for race three but it

wasn't to be. It's a shame the rain didn't stay as I

think we could have picked up a really good finish,

but for the team to win the Jack Sears Trophy for

the second weekend in a row is a good result."

JAMES GORnALL, #180 GKR

TRADEPRICECARS.COM AuDI S3, SAID:

"It's been a really tough weekend at a circuit that

I love, which is a real shame after a strong

showing at Brands Hatch. We didn't have the

pace in qualifying which put us on the back foot,

and then in race one, I had an issues with the

wipers and some water in the car so I couldn't see

a thing.

"In race two I got taken out by Matt Neal and

whilst he apologised, it doesn't change the result

unfortunately. I was making progress in race

three but Ollie Brown then pushed me off which

cocked things up; it damaged the front of the car

and meant I had no brake cooling so I couldn't go

very fast even though I continued. The boys have

a bit of work to do to fix the car and we'll just hope

for more fortune next time out."

"I'm over the moon to come
away with some points and
a trophy given what
happened in qualifying.
The car was absolutely
mega in the wet and we
were right on the pace.”

BOBBy THOMPSOn

11
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The UK’s Newest Car Competition Company

James Robinson

Easy to buy tickets. Tickets
picked at random so you buy 5
and they're not sequential - great
stuff. I trust TradePriceCars and
this is by them so can't go wrong!

Emily Jacqueline

Really easy to use and straight
forward when I brought my tickets.
Very trustful business and reliable.

Oliver Withington

just been on their website to buy
tickets to their competitions and
I am really happy to recommend
the team at best car giveaways
to others.

BestCarGiveaways.com

WIN THIS BMW M3! WIN THIS SIERRA RS COSWORTH! WIN £5000 tax free cash!
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NEWS | PRESS RELEASE, 27TH AUGUST 2020

GKR TRADEPRICECARS.COM
LOOKS TO MAINTAIN SOLID
FORM AT KNOCKHILL
The GKR TradePriceCars.com team will seek to maintain the solid form it has shown

so far in 2020 when the Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship heads for

Knockhill for the fourth round of the season.

T
he Scottish meeting will conclude a busy

August for the award-winning, Essex-based

motor dealership that has seen it racing on

every weekend bar one after the new season was

delayed as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.

So far this season, drivers Bobby Thompson and

James Gornall have scored points in seven of

the nine races, whilst the pair have also taken a

weekend victory apiece in the Jack Sears Trophy;

open to drivers who have yet to secure an overall

victory in the series.

Bobby secured his Jack Sears Trophy win last

weekend at Oulton Park, where he bounced back

from an off in qualifying that saw him forced to

start from the back of the grid to secure his first

top ten finish of the season.

The 24-year-old has shown himself to be a

consistent points finisher so far this season

having quickly got up to speed in the GKR

TradePriceCars.com Audi S3, with his points-

per-meeting in 2020 being almost double that

of his best season in the series to date.

Having scored points in two of the three races

at every event so far, Bobby will seek to fight for

a triple score in Scotland to enter a brief break

ahead of round five on a high.

Team-mate James, who won the Jack Sears Trophy

in round two at Brands Hatch, has shown impressive

speed thus far in his debut season in the BTCC with

two top ten finishes under his belt already.

Unfortunate mechanical issues at Donington

Park, and then incidents where he was the

victim of contact from other drivers at Oulton

Park, have impacted on his campaign to date,

although the 36-year-old heads for Knockhill in

confident mood.
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'Jiggy' - as he is known to his fans - has stepped

onto the Knockhill podium in the past with a

brace of second place finishes during his title-

winning British GT campaign, and like Bobby,

will hope to bring home three solid points

finishes from the journey north.

In a change to the normal broadcast schedule,

this weekend's three BTCC races will air on ITV2

on Sunday rather than ITV4, and are due to take

place at 11:10, 13:30 and 16:55.

BOBBy THOMPSOn, #19 GKR

TRADEPRICECARS.COM AuDI S3, SAID:

"We had tried something with the car at Oulton

Park last weekend and whilst we were strong in

the wet, it didn't quite work in the dry as we

hoped. Going to Knockhill, I think we will look

more towards the set-up we used at Brands

Hatch or Donington, and aim to attack from the

moment we hit the track.

"Knockhill is a circuit where the Audi has gone

well in the past and it is a circuit that I love

personally; it's brilliant. The weather can always

mix things up a bit but I can't wait to get out on

track and will be pushing hard for some good

points on the board.

JAMES GORnALL, #180 GKR

TRADEPRICECARS.COM AuDI S3, SAID:

"I've only been to Knockhill twice before. The first

was in British GT in the Dodge Viper, which was

like threading a double decker bus round a back

alley, and the other was in a SsangYong Musso

pick-up - so this weekend will be a little bit

different! However, Knockhill is just another

circuit and it is one that should be okay for us.

"I'll be spending time on the sim before we head

to Scotland so I can get up to speed quickly, and

we'll need to see how it goes. I want to try and

qualify higher up the order than we did at Oulton

Park and go from there, with the aim being to

fight for points on race day."

"I want to try and qualify
higher up the order than
we did at Oulton Park and
go from there, with the
aim being to fight for
points on race day.”

JAMES GORnALL
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NEWS | WRITTEN BY BTCC.NET

SUCCESS FOR BUTCHER,
SUTTON AND MORGAN
AT OULTON PARK
Three different drivers stood on the top step of the podium at Oulton Park today (23

August) as Rory Butcher, Ash Sutton and Adam Morgan each claimed a Kwik Fit

British Touring Car Championship victory at the picturesque circuit.

C
hangeable conditions produced three

varied contests with rain falling for the

first two bouts, before things dried out in

time for the final reversed-grid race.

Butcher benefited from Josh Cook’s misfortune

in the opener as the on-track race winner was

later excluded from the result after his BTC

Racing Honda Civic Type R failed a post-race ride

height check.

Pole-sitter Butcher cruised into a comfortable

lead during the early stages, whilst Cook had to

use all of his talent to fight back after initially

losing places off the line.

Cook made a number of impressive moves on

his way to eventually catching and passing

Butcher, but despite crossing the line

comfortably clear at the head of the field, his

celebrations were soon cut short due to the

aforementioned penalty.

The result meant Butcher had claimed his first

victory of the season, as well as scoring a

maiden success for the all-new Motorbase

Performance Ford Focus.

Halfords Yuasa Racing’s Dan Cammish and MB

Motorsport accelerated by Blue Square’s Jake

Hill completed the podium.

Team BMW’s Colin Turkington settled for a solid

fourth with his 3 Series carrying maximum

ballast, but even better results were to follow for

the reigning champion.

Laser Tools Racing’s Sutton then showed his

class by producing a dazzling display in wet

conditions to storm from eighth on the grid to

take victory in race two.

The 2017 champion made a stellar getaway

and was into fourth early on but still had title

rivals – Turkington, Cammish and Butcher –

ahead of him.

Turkington and Cammish enjoyed a race-long

battle and were briefly joined by Sutton, before

the latter saw them both off with a couple of

bold and opportunistic manoeuvres.

The moment of truth came before mid-distance

as Sutton’s Infiniti Q50 coasted up behind

Butcher’s race leading Ford Focus ST. The pair

crossed the line nose-to-tail before Sutton

blasted around the outside of Old Hall Corner

and into the lead.

Sutton never looked back as he claimed a

commanding second victory of the season while

Butcher took second place behind him.

2019 title protagonists Cammish and

Turkington battled it out for almost the entire

contest, with the BMW man eventually getting

by when the Halfords-backed Honda went too

deep into the hairpin.

Carlube TripleR Racing with Mac Tools’

Morgan then performed a defensive

masterclass to take an emotional home win

in the final race at the Cheshire circuit – the

only dry run of the day.
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The Lancastrian has often struggled at his local

track – a podium back in 2013 being his only

success of note so far – but the Mercedes man

delivered in style this time around.

Morgan got the jump on pole-sitter Bobby

Thompson off the line as the Audi S3 bogged

down, whilst the Team BMW pairing of Tom

Oliphant and Turkington made their way

towards the front.

Sutton also joined the lead party and suddenly

Morgan had three flying rear-wheel drive

machines in his mirrors, bringing about a

period of intense pressure.

Whilst always seemingly in control, it felt tense

throughout, and Morgan had to make his

Mercedes A-Class as wide as possible, particularly

on the entry to a number of the slower corners

around the 2.23-mile Island layout.

Second placed Oliphant indicated to let team-

mate Turkington through to have a go at

cracking Morgan’s resolve, but the Lancastrian

would not be denied, with his victory confirmed

under red flag conditions following a late

multiple-car incident involving Stephen Jelley

(Team Parker Racing), Nic Hamilton (ROKiT

Racing with Team HARD) and Ollie Brown (RCIB

Insurance with Fox Transport).

Turkington took second, with Oliphant grabbing

the final rostrum position of the day.

A trio of top four finishes helped Turkington

extend his Drivers’ standings advantage to 19

points over Sutton, whilst Team BMW top both

the Manufacturers’ and Teams’ tables.

Sutton and his Laser Tools Racing squad

currently command the Independents’ orders,

whilst Michael Crees holds a slender lead in the

Jack Sears Trophy.

"After the bad luck at
Brands Hatch, we have
finished on the podium here
with points on the board. I
am delighted to get the first
win in the new Motorbase
Ford Focus.”

RORy BuTCHER
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Fueling Market Leading Car Finance

www.octanefinance.co.uk

See what our customers say

"It was worthwhile me shopping
around for car finance before
deciding on a particular car that I
wanted to purchase. I ended up
with a better % APR by using
Octane Finance rather then using
the main dealer showroom rate.”

"I dealt with both Oli and
Warren at Octane and they were
both extremely helpful. I’ve moved
address a couple of times in the
last 12 months so was unsure how
easy it would be for me to
get accepted.”

"Octane Finance are well worth
speaking to if you are unsure if you
can get car finance. I was declined
at a number of dealers and was
getting a bit disheartened with the
whole process.”

Lee Hyde Sarah Mckenna Shane Eastern

Follow Us On Social Media

octanefinance

Enquire about your finance options today

Call us on 01268 211611

Proud Sponsors
of Harry King
(Porsche Junior)
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Managed
web hosting

Rated ‘Excellent’ by our customers

365hosts.com
+44 20 3935 8008

support@365hosts.com
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CLARK’S

HISLOP’S

DUFFUS DIP

LESLIES’S

SCOTSMAN

BUTCHER’S

ARNOLD CLARK CHICANE

MAIN ENTRANCE

PUBLIC PARKING

A823

A823

TAYLOR’S HAIRPIN

The BTCC wouldn’t be the same without its annual visit to Scotland. Knockhill is

located in Fife, just north of Edinburgh, and BTCC cars first raced there back in 1992.

The track is one of the shortest on the calendar at just 1.27 miles, narrow and

undulating, and its unique character is loved by fans and racers alike.

Amongst Knockhill’s defining features are the high kerbs that launch the BTCC cars onto two wheels

as they try to find passing opportunities and faster lap times. This makes for some fantastic chances

for keen photographers as well as a tough challenge for the engineers, who have to set up the cars to

deal with the undulations Knockhill presents.

KnOCKHILL

Corners: 8

Circuit length: 1.27 miles

First BTCC Race: 1992

Qualifying Lap Record: Jason Plato:

51.521s (88.52mph) 2016

Race Lap Record: Colin Turkington:

51.982s (87.74mph) 2016

TRACK GUIDE

INFORMATION
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ABOUT

MEET THE TEAM

nAME: DANIEL KIRBY

JOB: TEAM OWNER
COnTACT: 07766 222030

nAME: ANDY WILMOT

JOB: TEAM PRINCIPAL
COnTACT: 07568 324465

nAME: CHRIS KIRBY

JOB: OPERATIONS
COnTACT: 07525 012980

nAME: OPAL HARROP

JOB: OPERATIONS
COnTACT: 07581 489123

nAME: TOM EATON

JOB: OPERATIONS
COnTACT: 07860 353273

nAME: ZAK HASAN

JOB: MEDIA
COnTACT: 07726 887259

nAME: SAM FLINT

JOB: SOCIAL MEDIA
COnTACT: 07545 293167

nAME: DANIEL IRWIN

JOB: VIDEOGRAPHER
COnTACT: 07969 162745
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nAME: ADAM BLAZE

JOB: NUMBER 3 MECHANIC

nAME: CHARLIE RUSS

JOB: NUMBER 2 MECHANIC

nAME: IAN DOWNES

JOB: TYRE TECHNICIAN

nAME: BEN GRAHAM

JOB: NUMBER 3 MECHANIC

nAME: JAMES TROSTLER

JOB: NUMBER 2 MECHANIC

nAME: JOSH PEARMAN

JOB: NUMBER 1 MECHANIC

nAME: ROBIN BAINES

JOB: DATA ENGINEER

nAME: MATTHEW PERKS

JOB: TYRE TECHNICIAN

nAME: GAVIN HIGGS

JOB: NUMBER 1 MECHANIC

29

nAME: CHAZ CLELAND

JOB: CHIEF RACE ENGINEER

nAME: MALCOLM SWEATMAN

JOB: RACE ENGINEER
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OULTON
PARK
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INFORMATION

PARTNERS

Jakob Ebrey Photography jakobebrey

www.jakobebrey.com
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LUXURY MOTORHOMES

RESERVE NOW 07827 929613

UK'S NUMBER 1 FOR AMERICAN MOTORHOME RENTALS

www.championrv.co.uk

With a new fleet of over 40
American Motorhomes we can
cater for all events, small or large
with our new A Class range, from 4
Berth to 8 Berth, 32ft – 40ft Slide

out models.

When booked for Le Mans 24hrs,
British Grand Prix, Goodwood
Festival of Speed, SPA 24hrs,

BTCC, BSB, British GT, Goodwood
Revival, Britcar and more…

Do you have a small and limited
budget? But need to impress

sponsors? Give us a call we will help
make your budget work for you we

really do have many options.

Best rV's sPeciAL rAtes Best Prices
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Performance remaps • economy remaps
Performance exhausts • All Makes servicing

4 Wheel Laser Alignment • tuning
Brake Fluid service • Aircon service

rolling road Power test • Diagnostics
Brakes • MOt’s • General repairs & Maintenance

01708 861827 - sales@amdtuning.com
Unit 6 - cliffside trade Park - rM20 3WJ

www.amdtuning.com
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FEATURING: ALL THE
LATEST NEWS FROM THE
BRITISH TOURING CAR
CHAMPIONSHIP

THRUXTON

2020 BRITISH

TOURING CAR
CHAMPIONSHIP
THRUXTON | 19-20 SEPTEMBER | ROUNDS 13, 14 & 15

NEXT UP: BTCC HEADS TO THRUXTON!

SUNDAYS WE
GO RACING!
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